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Global Subsidies Initiative (GSI)
• Established by the International Institute for 

Sustainable Development (IISD) in 2005

• Purpose: to investigate and promote the 
reform of subsidies that undermine sustainable 
development

• Phase I (2006 – 2008): Biofuel subsidies
• Phase II (2009 – 2011): Fossil-fuel subsidies
• Phase III (2012 – 2014): Energy and Water



Subsidies’ contribution to unsustainable development

ECONOMIC: Hugely inefficient -
savings can easily compensate vulnerable

ENVIRONMENTAL: Resource 
deletion, pollution, land use, accidents

SOCIAL: Reduce competitiveness of 
poor producers; increase volatility

Fossil Fuels
$400-700 bn/year –

largely oil consumers 
But >$100 bn to 

producers, including 
in OECD Biofuels

>$20 bn/year
Mostly developed 

countries, but 
growing worldwide

Nuclear
Scale unknown

Industry depends on 
subsidiesAgriculture

$384 bn in 2009
Over-production in 

developed countries 
very trade-distorting

Irrigation
Scale unknown

GSI estimates $1 bn in 
Spain, >$0.5 bn in 4 

Indian States

Fisheries
$15-35 bn/year – 25% 

of industry revenue
$50 bn/year lost from 

depleted stocks



IEA estimates global consumer subsidies at $410 billion



But how big are subsidies to energy producers?

• GSI estimates $100 billion + per year
– In developed and developing countries

• How big are they? Are they effective?
– Studies tend to be ad hoc, outdated
– OECD providing some new estimates for members (2011)
– GSI series of in-depth country studies: 

• Indonesia and Canada (2010); Norway and Russia (2011)



Fossil Fuels – At What Cost? series
• Purpose: 

– Improve transparency
– Encourage public debate

• Approach:

• Definition: 
– Based on WTO definition
– GSI applied to energy sector
– Similar to IEA, OECD 

Identify Measure Evaluate



Direct and indirect transfer of 
funds and liabilities

Direct spending

Earmarks:  Special disbursements targeted at the sector.  
Agency appropriations and contracts: Targets spending 
on the sector through government budgets.  
Research and Development support: Funding for 
research and development programs  

Government ownership of energy-related 
enterprises

Security-related enterprises: Strategic petroleum 
reserve; some Homeland Security Administration; 
securing foreign energy shipments or key assets.
Municipal utilities and public power: Significant public 
ownership of coal- and natural gas-fired electricity 
stations; some transmission and distribution systems for 
both natural gas and electric power

Credit support

Government loans and loan guarantees: market or 
below-market lending to energy-related enterprises, or 
to energy-intensive enterprises such as primary metals 
industries
Subsidized credit to domestic infrastructure and power 
plants
Subsidized credit to oil and gas related exports

Insurance and indemnification

Government insurance/indemnification: market or 
below-market risk management/risk shifting services
Statutory caps on commercial liability:  can confer 
substantial subsidies if set well below plausible damage 
scenarios  

Occupational health & accidents Assumption of occupational health and accident 
liabilities

Environmental costs

Responsibility for closure and post-closure risks:  facility 
decommissioning and cleanup; long-term monitoring; 
remediation of contaminated sites; natural resource 
restoration; litigation
Waste management: avoidance of fees payable to deal 
with waste.
Environmental damages: avoidance of liability and 
remediation to make the environment whole.

Government revenue foregone Tax breaks and special taxes

Tax expenditures:  Tax expenditures are foregone tax 
revenues, due to special exemptions, deductions, rate 
reductions, rebates, credits and deferrals that reduce the 
amount of tax that would otherwise be payable.
Overall tax burden by industry:  Marginal tax rates are 
lower than other industry.  
Exemptions from excise taxes/special taxes:  excise 
taxes on fuels; special targeted taxes on energy industry 
(e.g., based on environmental concerns or "windfall" 
profits)



• Subsidy estimation:
– Use government data and estimates where possible
– GSI Subsidy Manual & Policy Brief: a collection of 

methodologies for estimating each subsidy type

– Developing best practice 

Fossil Fuels – At What Cost? series



Fossil Fuels – At What Cost? Norway report
Total in 2009: NOK 25.5 billion (USD $4 billion)



Fossil Fuels – At What Cost? Norway report

• Impacts of subsidies:
– Government revenue would decrease by 3 – 13%
– Employment would decrease by 0.2 – 0.7%
– CO2 emissions would also decrease by 0.5 – 2.4 %

• Study only analyzed gross impacts on oil & gas 
sector, did not consider net economy-wide 
impacts if government reallocated subsidy 
expenditure to other sectors.



Fossil Fuels – At What Cost? Norway report
”None of the instruments are what one in daily speech would think of as 

subsidies”
”wrong method to call this subsidies”

• Critics are not arguing based on whether they are subsidies under 
the definition or not, but whether they are desirable or not 

• These studies are based on a definition that over 150 countries 
support, including Norway, Canada and Russia as members of the 
WTO. 

• Evaluating whether the subsidies are desirable or not requires a 
comprehensive impact assessment, and public debate on the best 
use of public resources.



Fossil Fuels – At What Cost? Canada report
Total in 2009: CAD $2.84 billion



Fossil Fuels – At What Cost? Canada report

• Impacts of subsidies:
– Minimal impact on national GDP (but significant 

for oil sector)
– Minimal net impact on employment 
– Contribute to increased GHG emissions:

• 2% nationally
• 10% for oil sands

– Drain on government budgets: up to 5% in Alberta
– Oil sector to double by 2020 with/without subsidies



Fossil Fuels – At What Cost? Canada report

CALGARY HERALD

ALBERTA GIVES OILPATCH $1B A YEAR IN
'SUBSIDIES,' SAYS STUDY

ENERGY MINISTER DISMISSES REPORT AS
‘GOOFY NUMBERS’



G-20 & APEC Commitments
To rationalize and phase out fossil-fuel subsidies that 
encourage wasteful consumption, over the medium term

• G-20: Submitted national strategies in 2010
– Included producer and consumer subsidies
– Energy experts group workshops
– Little progress on national reform, no reporting

• APEC: Energy Working Group
– Studies and workshops
– Voluntary reporting mechanism

http://www.g20.org/index.aspx


Countries should pledge to:
1. Phase out fossil-fuel subsidies that undermine 

sustainable development
2. Assist developing countries to phase out their FFS
In addition countries pledge to provide the following 
supporting measures:
1. Reporting & Review: Prices, Subsidies, Subsidy Reform
2. Technical & financial assistance for developing countries
3. Common research and analysis
4. Secretariat support

FFS reform: A high-impact outcome for Rio+20



www.globalsubsidies.org/en
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